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Abstract. During the years, microprocessors went through impressive
performance improvement thanks to technology development. CPUs became able to process great quantities of data. Memories also faced growth
especially in density, but as far as speed is concerned the improvement
did not proceed as the same rate. Processing-in-Memory (PIM) consists
in enhancing the storage unit of a system, adding computing capabilities to memory cells, partially eliminating the need to transfer data from
memory to execution unit. In this paper, a PIM architecture is presented
for bulk bitwise operation mapped on the Bitmap Index application. The
architecture is a memory array with logical computing abilities inside the
cells. The array is a configurable modular architecture distributed in different banks, each bank is able to perform a different operation at the
same time. This architecture has remarkable performance being faster
than other solutions available in literature.
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Introduction

Nowadays, data-intensive applications, such as image processing and databases
ones, must process big amounts of data. This is a consequence of the speed improvement obtained throughout the years thanks to technology scaling. However,
memory development did not follow the same path, resulting in a much slower
performance increase. This disparity reduces the overall computing capability
of the system, as memory is not able to provide data as fast as CPU demands
them. This issue is known as memory wall or Von Neumann bottleneck. A possible solution to this problem is to nullify the distance between processor and
memory, removing the cost of data transfer and creating a unit which is capable
of storing information and performing operations at the same time. This concept
is called Processing-in-Memory (PIM). There are many different approaches in
literature to the Processing-in-Memory idea.
People have exploited new emerging technologies, such as NML (Nano Magnetic Logic) [3] and Magnetic Random Access Memory (MRAM), a non-volatile
memory that uses Magnetic Tunnel Junctions (MTJs) as its basic element.
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Thanks to their storage and logic properties, MTJs can be used to implement
hybrid logic circuits with CMOS technology ideal for a PIM architecture [7].
Another widely explored technology is Resistive RAM, a non-volatile memory
that exploits a resistive component (metal-insulator-metal structure) to store
information. ReRAM arrays are usually found in crossbar structures that enable
the implementation of matrix-vector multiplication, commonly used in neural
networks applications. One example of such implementation is PRIME [4], an
architecture aimed at accelerating Artificial Neural Networks, which are based on
operations that perfectly fit the crossbar structure. While the previous proposals
shaped their approach on a particular technology, others worked on an architectural perspective, independently from the technology itself. Some tried to narrow
the physical distance between memory and computation unit by stacking them
on a 3-Dimensional structure, enhancing the available bandwidth by connecting
the layers through True Silicon Vias [5]. Anyhow, it should be noticed that in
this case even if the two units (memory and logic) are moved very close to each
other, they are still distinct components. Another possible approach is to creates a system composed of an host processor surrounded by several HMC-based
(Hybrid Memory Cube) units, composed of multiple memory layers stacked on a
logic layer [10]. A different solution is to slightly modify the circuits controlling
the memory to implement simple logic operations inside the memory array, such
as Ambit[9], an in-memory accelerator which exploits DRAM technology. The
DRAM array is slightly modified to perform AND, OR and NOT operations.
Other examples are presented in [6, 2, 1]. Among the many proposals provided
by literature, one of the best fitting representative of the PIM concept is presented in [8]. In this work the proposed architecture is a memory array where
the cell itself is capable of performing several logical operations on the stored
value.
In this paper, we propose a different solution of Processing-in-Memory, presenting an architecture shaped around the application of Bitmap Indexing, thus
suitable for bulk bitwise operations. The proposed architecture is a memory array in which each cell is able to both store information and to be configured
to execute simple logical operations such as AND, OR and XOR. The array is
also distributed into banks and each bank is able to work both independently
and with other banks, solving different queries, achieving flexibility and an high
degree of parallelism. Since the structure is modular it can be built with as
many banks as needed. The architecture synthesized is an array of 8,512 KB,
distributed on 16 banks. The technologies used are CMOS 45nm and 28nm. The
results obtained highlight great potential as the synthesized structure can reach
a maximum throughput of 2.45Gop/s and 9.2Gop/s for 45nm and 28nm respectively and it is noticeably faster than other solutions presented in literature.
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The Architecture

The Processing-in-Memory paradigm requires that logic and storage elements
are merged together. This paradigm is particularly suited for all those algo-
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rithms that need to perform huge amount of simple operations on data stored.
To demonstrate the advantages that the PIM approach can provide, we choose
to implement an architecture able to solve the Bitmap indexing problem. The
Bitmap indexing is an important algorithm often used in database management
systems.
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Fig. 1. A) Given a table, bitmap indexing transforms each column in as many bitmap
as the number of possible key-values for that column B) In order to answer a query
logic, bitwise operations are to be performed C) Practical scheme of the execution of
the query.

The Bitmax Indexing is an algorithm used to identify, inside a database,
entries that have specific characteristics. For example, inside the database of Fig.
1.A the query consist in the identification of how many man own a motorbike or a
sport car. To reach this goal each feature is indexed using a binary representation.
The gender column, for example, is divided in two sub-columns, one representing
the male gender and one representing the female gender. Then each sub-column
is represented using single bits. For example the first entry of the database is
a female, so the M column contains ’0’, while the F column contains ’1’ (see
Fig. 1.A). Searching for a specific query inside such database means performing
simple logic operations between each sub-column, as depicted in Fig. 1.B.
In our architecture, instead of memorizing the database inside the memory
following the same structure proposed in Fig. 1, we memorize the transpose of
the matrix of bit representing the database. With this solution every row of
the memory contains a column representing a specific feature. As a consequence
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Fig. 2. A) Overview of the complete architecture. B) Structure of the duo Bank-Breaker
C) Insight of the PIM cell

to search for a specific query in the database it is necessary to execute logic
operations between subsequent rows of the memory (Fig. 1.C). To reach this
goal we have designed a memory cell that consists of a memory element and a
configurable logic block (Fig. 2.C, more details on the implementation will be
given in Section 3).
Fig. 2 provides an overview of the complete architecture. The core part is
represented by a memory storing the database. To give more flexibility to the
structure the memory array is divided in banks. The circuit can be used as a
standard memory if configured in that way. Otherwise it is possible to perform
logic operations on stored data and to implement the Bitmap Indexing algorithm.
When a query is executed all the banks in the array can eventually be activated in
parallel, performing different logic operations on different rows in the bank. This
is the biggest advantage of the proposed architecture because it is possible to
perform a logic operation on all the data stored inside a memory bank in parallel,
leading to a huge speedup in the execution of the algorithm. As depicted in Fig.
2.A the memory array is surrounded by additional logic circuits and a control
unit. For space reason we cannot describe the details of each block. The control is
used to guarantee the correct execution of the algorithm according to the input
queries. The instruction memory block is used to collect the queries to execute.
It consists in a register file having as many registers as the number of the banks
in the array. The operation dispatcher is in charge of blocking any old query.
Also, since a query can take place between any couple of addresses in the array,
it necessary to send the addresses to their respective bank. Thus the operation
dispatcher reorders the addresses and then the address register file sends them
to their own bank.As in Fig. 2.B each memory bank contains also ghost memory
rows used to store temporary results. To handle all the configuration signals
needed to manage the correct execution, two decoders are needed inside each
bank. The first one configures the logic operation to execute, sending it to the
right row. The second was inserted to control addresses, data flow inside the
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bank and select between PIM and standard memory mode. The breaker block
is used to enable the communication among different banks. This structure is
flexible and can be easily reconfigured to implement other algorithms.
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Results and conclusions

To evaluate the performance of the structure, a circuit composed by a 8,512
KB PIM array, distributed on 16 banks with 16 bit data size, was implemented.
Then, the architecture, implemented in VHDL (VHSIC Hardware Description
Language), was tested with Modelsim and later synthesized with Synopsys Design Compiler using 45 nm BULK and 28 nm FDSOI CMOS technologies (table
1). In this first implementation the storage elements were synthesized as latches,
instead of designing a custom memory cell. As a consequence the results here
presented can be greatly improved by designing a custom memory-logic cell.

45nm 28nm
Parameter
Total area [mm2 ] 2.33 1.058
fCLK [M Hz]
153.4 574.7
Total Power [mW ] 49.7 14.07
Table 1. Synthesis results for 45nm and
28 nm CMOS technologies

f = A · B f = A · (B · C)
Pinatubo[6]
5
9
RIMPA[2]
3
5
PIMA[1]
1
3
PIM
1
2
Table 2. Clock cycles comparison for a single query execution

Table 1 highlights the synthesis results. As it can be noticed the architecture
is very efficient, it is capable of high clock speed but at the same time has a low
power consumption.
One of the main goal this paper aimed to fulfill is the high level of concurrency. This was accomplished thanks to the internal organization of the array,
that is distributed on banks which are capable of working both independently
and with each other, providing flexibility in the position of the operands that are
called to act in the query. To execute a simple query only one cycle is required
(Table 2).
The maximum throughput achievable is throughputmax = fCLK · Nops . Assuming to execute a different query in each of the 16 available banks, a maximum
throughput of 2.45Gop/s and 9.2Gop/s for 45nm and 28nm can be reached. Table 2 highlights the comparison of the proposed architecture with the state of
the art in terms of clock cycles required for an operation. Our architecture is
always faster than the other solution proposed in literature.
It should be taken into account that even with multiple parallel operations
the clock cycles required would remain constant, achieving the throughput mentioned above, meaning also that the maximum degree of parallelism reachable
is equal to the number of the available banks. Moreover, thanks to its modular
structure, the architecture is meant to be easily scaled to bigger dimensions and
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with as many banks as needed. It could also be possible to develop a 3D structure in order to increase performance. The architecture could be easily modified
to implement other types of operations. In conclusion, this architecture demonstrates that a Processing-in-Memory approach leads to a great improvement of
performance. The architecture here proposed achieve very good performance and
has enough flexibility to be adapted to several different algorithms.
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